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Feather Photos, launched in February 2013,
is the prettiest theme designed by Chris

Maynard. Its advanced layout provides an
easy-to-use interface for you to edit and

customize your desktop. With this theme, you
can inspire yourself with the beauty of

nature. It has some remarkable features for
you to enjoy a creative desktop experience.
Features: * Edit desktop Photos to change

their shapes and sizes. * Add new photos to
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your desktop. * Organize photos into
different categories. * Browse photos in your

albums. * Customize the tab bar. * Use
different skins to change the desktop

appearance. Sponsored Links FEATURES:
EDIT PHOTOS & CREATE DESKTOP
IMAGES: * Edit photos to change their

shapes and sizes. * Add new photos to your
desktop. * Organize photos into different

categories. * Browse photos in your albums.
* Customize the tab bar. * Use different

skins to change the desktop appearance. NO
KEYWORDS: Did you know that many
photos taken by a digital camera are not
saved with the original name? If you are

trying to find the photo you are looking for,
the keywords may not help you. I would like

to call your attention to an important fact:
keywords are very sensitive to minor
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modifications to the photo, and sometimes
the keyword is deleted even if the photo
remains. In order to solve this problem,
Feather Photos Theme does not use any

keywords in the photos and videos. There are
NO photos in our theme without a

description, so you can always find what you
are looking for. SWIPE & FLIP PHOTOS:
Feather Photos provides a full screen mode

for you to easily view your photos and videos.
You can not only enjoy the photo gallery, but

also check out your videos. You can enjoy
your favorite photo or video as well as

browse the latest collection in just a couple of
seconds. Most photo editing software allows
you to rotate, flip, sharpen, straighten, resize
and more, just like your original photo. This

theme also supports a list of 4 different
"tools" modes for you to easily access them:
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"swipe" mode, "flip" mode, "rotate" mode,
and "move" mode. PHOTOS & VIDEOS:
Feather Photos Theme supports playing

videos in both AVI and MP4 format. You can
even watch videos in WAV, AIFF

Feather Photos Theme

■ Include the following: 1. New into
Windows 7? You might need to activate your

Microsoft account (or create one) - go to
Start, search for "Accounts, then Microsoft.
From there, you can manage your account

settings, verify your ownership and more. 2.
Items in your tray are often not known to you

and are visible to any user. Uncover them,
and use the new default behavior. 3. Close

Control Panel or Start. You may need to log
out, then log in again. 4. New Windows 7

icons will appear on the desktop, and easily
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identifiable for the less tech savvy. Easy-to-
manage menus, and new theme imagery

provide a smile on the face of any Windows
7 user. Added Version 1.2 * Start menu icons
are now colored black to signify active items

* The volume icon now indicates the
percentage of your volume. * The options
menu contains icons to launch your default

programs: Mail, Photo Viewer, Map Viewer,
Browser, Control Panel * Control Panel icon

replaces the old Control Panel shield, and
appears on the task bar as a vertical column,

which displays the folders you have *
Desktop icons are now grouped into the

"Feather Photos" theme folder, rather than at
the beginning of the desktop, in the

"General" folder * The Mail icon now
displays your mail composition with the

subject, time, and date, and also has the color
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of your theme * The "Fonts" icon has been
added to the theme menu, which will load
your custom fonts - Menu icons are now
displayed on the Taskbar * Taskbar icons
have been rearranged, and are now in a

vertical column, which displays the folders in
the "Feather Photos" folder. * The "Weather"

icon now indicates whether it is raining or
not. - Media Player now indicates the current

song by the current artist. IMPORTANT:
Before installing, make sure to backup your

current skin folder. Features * Use this theme
to match your desktop to the beautiful colors
and shapes of feathers from around the world

* Includes: - Thunderbird email folder -
Wallpapers - Mail themes - Office themes -
Deskclock themes * Each theme includes a

single wallpaper and one or more of the
following: * Silverlight streaming animations
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* Use Adobe's new version 91bb86ccfa
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Special Feature: 1) The folder's icon is a
collection of different types of birds, showing
feather variations and other related elements.
2) The time-line dock folder icon shows the
history of your photos, which is very useful
in taking down notes and giving a more
professional and organized look to your
photos. 3) A slide-out menu bar can be
expanded to the right to allow you to manage
an infinite amount of photos, and to go to the
browser. Download the Theme here! You will
need all the items included in this pack for
this theme to work. This pack contains: 1) A
Folder Icon 2) A Time-line Dock Icon ...
Welcome to Stardust photos theme pack!
This is a vector pack of beautiful and trendy
WordPress themes for free. It includes 7
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premium themes and one directory theme.
We have included simple, clean, flat designs
that will make you fall in love with each and
every one of these templates. They feature
neat typography with beautiful backgrounds
that will fit perfectly on any device. We hope
you will enjoy this wonderful selection of
premium and directory WordPress themes!
Please take a look at the demo. It is highly
recommendable. You can see more themes
from our Stardust theme pack in the latest
Creative Market bundle. FEATURES: - One
page, two page, twenty page and two column
options. - All of our themes come with sticky
and fixed footers. -... Simply put, weather-
powered RC Airplane Has taken the world by
storm. . View our video for a better
understanding of how our RC Airplane can
fly. . **No Plugins are Necessary** .
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**Changelog** Version 1.0 Initial Release
Version 1.1 - Fixed the issue of the
Controller as the Flyer's. Version 1.2 - Added
Goggles, Roller Coaster and Miniplanes.
Version 1.3 - New Line of Covers Version
1.4 - Added Different Structure for the Top
View, Bottom View and Front View Version
1.5 - Added support for 512 Bytes Graphics
Card Version 1.6 - Fixed the issue of the
Landing and Hover Functions for the Covers
Version 1.7 - Added Cover #15, 16, 17, 18
and 19 Version 1.8 - Added Cover #21 and
22 Version 1.9 -

What's New in the Feather Photos Theme?

Feather Photos Theme offers a simple and
easy to use installation process to enable you
to present the amazing beauty of feathers to
the world. Feather Photos Theme is for both
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Mac and Windows users, and requires no
technical skills for installation. Features:
-Skin/Theme integrated directly in user's
desktop -Tailor made pictures of birds -Easy
to use and manage -One click install -Support
for both PCs and Mac -User Friendly
Interface -Provide complete support for
Windows and Mac computers -Fast
installation -Multiple graphics and colors to
choose from -Any screen resolution will do
-Various wallpapers and weather icons
available for free download -This theme
supports both Mac and Windows PC with
only one installation Backed Up Themes:
-Foster: -Globe: -Elite: -Romantic:
-Highway-66: -Feather-Photos-Themes:
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System Requirements For Feather Photos Theme:

Windows (Intel x86), 64-bit 1.8 GHz
processor or faster 2 GB RAM Mac OS X
(Intel x86), 64-bit Linux (x86-64), 64-bit
11.6 GB available space Additional Notes:
Sparkle HD uses a lot of system resources
and can take a bit longer to load the graphics
for the first time. If you are having trouble
with loading,
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